
KR-KRV Series



ROGERS   delivers an ecologically friendly
and energy efficient compressor design.

®

ROGERS KR-KRV Series®

Sound Enclosure 
Where quiet operation is 
required, heavy duty 
powder coated steel 
construction. 

Air/Lubricant Separator
High efficiency, reliable, 
multi-stage separation.

Airend
Designed and built for high 
performance and longevity.

Drive Motor
Standard, high efficiency, C-Flange, ODP, 
NEMA frame motors. TEFC option 
available.

Starter Panel (not shown)
KR-X-Line, Wye-Delta and
solid state starter options.
KRV-Variable Speed drive standard.

Compressor 
Control 
(not shown)
Status indicators 
with easy-to-read 
Interface including 
patented Percent 
Capacity display.* 
MODBUS remote 
communication is 
standard. 

Oversized Heat Exchangers,
Moisture Separator and Auto Drain

Cools lubricant and air while removing up 
to 80% of moisture from airstream. 

ROGERS   model KRV-1250-100 shown.®

* U.S. Patent No. 3,747,404
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Inlet Filter/Silencer 
(not shown) Low 
pressure drop element. 

Inlet Control Valve
(hidden from view) Rugged 
design for reliable capacity control.

Inside the KR-KRV Series

Fan
Low sound centrifugal
fan(s) with TEFC motors.

Lubricant Filter
(hidden from view)
Spin-on, full-flow, 
12μ, high-efficiency 
element(s).



The Heart of the Compressor’s Reliability and Performance

The Airend Provides . . .
Triples Bearings
Superior three-bearing arrangement consistently 
outlasts competitive designs.

Shaft Seal
The K2-K2V Series triple-lip shaft seal is more 
reliable than a mechanical seal.

ROGERS   CLS-46 Lubricant
Specifically formulated for Rogers rotary screw air 
compressors. CLS-46 assures long airend life and 
fewer lubricant changes. Food grade, extended life 
and other blends available.

Premium Efficiency
With two-stage compression and controlled 
lubricant injection, this design provides premium 
efficiency approaching isothermal compression.

Rotors
Rotor paired to deliver desired plant pressure take 
full advantage of available high precision airend 
and casing machining to limit slip and improve 
performance.

Warranty
Our standard 5-year airend and motor warranty is 
the best combined warranty in the industry.

C-face Motor Mount
Ensures longer coupling 
life, quieter operation, and 
ease of alignment.

Flexible Coupling 
(not shown)
Protects the airend 
and motor.

Triple Lip Shaft Seal
With scavenge line back to the 
airend, provides unequaled 
reliability and leak protection.

High-Efficiency Rotor Design
Maximizes air flow while requiring minimal energy 
input. Years of development have improved 
efficiency more than 20% over earlier designs.

Rugged Triplex Bearings
Provides significantly longer
life.

Heavy Duty Inlet Valve
Provides reliable capacity control 
in all operating modes.
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ROGERS KR-KRV Series Airend®
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KR-KRV Series Industry Usage

A Few Industries Where Our
Compressors Operate

* USDA approved food grade lubricants available for use in F1 applications

Our high performance, durable compressed air systems are 
used extensively in many industries. Operating consistently 
and reliably in demanding conditions, they help keep your 
plants running efficiently, 24/7. 

Wood Products 
Lumber and plywood mills, flooring and millwork facilities, 
window and door manufacturers, all depend on Rogers
compressors in their plants. 

Metals
Smelters, foundries, forges, pipe plants, rebar manufacturers 
and machine shops use Rogers compressors in their 
operations. Over-sized heat exchangers and water-cooled 
trim coolers are options Rogers offers that are widely used in 
the metals industry. 

Wastewater and Water Treatment 
Water and wastewater treatment plants use Rogers
compressors in pumping, valve positioning, mixing and 
aeration applications. They are also used with air jets in 
critical screen blasts, cleaning and maintenance operations. 

Glass and Plastics 
Rogers compressors can be relied upon in the automation of 
glass and plastic forming, blowing and finishing. Throughout 
the manufacturing process they provide consistent, uniform 
force in applications such as blow molding, presses, 
sandblasting, etching, cooling and vacuum lifting for sheet 
handling. 

Beverages 
Sparkling beverage bottlers, brewers, vintners, distillers, juice, 
tea and other beverage producers depend on Rogers
compressors. Applications include capping bottles, cans and 
kegs, automated bottle and keg washing machine setups, and 
vintners' pneumatic bladders for juice presses, filters, screens 
and climate controls for storage spaces.* 

Food Processing and Packaging 
Rogers compressors can be relied upon to provide air system 
solutions that are crucial in the safety and efficiency of 
processes across the food industry. Applications include the 
standard practice of transferring liquids and granular material 
from trucks and rail cars through pneumatic systems; 
cleaning, spraying, pressing dough, and flour handling in 
bakeries; operating can-filling machines, cooking and 
sterilizing in canneries; and stuffing, testing packaging, 
pumping water and operating presses, and cutting machines 
in food manufacturing.* 



Commitment to Service and Support

Unequaled Commitment to
Customer Service
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Sales
To ensure your satisfaction, our experienced and professional 
sales staff make recommendations based on your needs, 
requirements and specifications. 

Engineering 
Our compressors are designed for all industrial users, large or 
small. They are customized to suit unique application needs. 

Assembly and Testing 
Our compressors are assembled and tested by expert 
technicians in our Centralia, Washington facility. They work 
directly with the engineering and sales personnel involved 
with your order, an important factor in delivering quality 
assemblies within the time frame you specify. All assemblies 
receive flow and power tests to confirm they meet 
performance specifications. Our quality assurance inspectors 
check each assembly before shipment to ensure the 
equipment meets your requirements. 

Start-up Services 
After your compressor has been installed, work with your local 
branch or distributor to have a factory field service technician 
visit your plant to: 

■ Inspect installation 
■ Perform start-up of compressor 
■ Ensure proper operation 
■ Train your personnel in operations and maintenance 
■ Review factory service program 

Planned Maintenance and Repair 
ROGERS commitment to continuous training, investment in 
personnel and tools keeps your compressed air and vacuum 
systems running at optimal performance. 

Mobile Service Application 
The ROGERS Remote Service Application (RSA) allows 
ROGERS technicians access to service history, operating 
hours and factory engineering data 24/7 from a mobile tablet. 
This tool also simplifies service work order documentation by 
allowing it to be completed at customer site and right away.



®
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